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About This Game

Magic is a sin. It corrupts everything it touches.

Those who use magic are branded as “Heretics” by the church, and heresy is punishable by death.

At the fringes of civilization, the mages of the Cultus Arcanum give themselves freely over to the Corruption – performing dark
rituals to let loose untold nightmares upon the world.

It will take a powerful heretic to preserve the spark of magic against both the Church and the Cult.

You are that Heretic Operative.

Control a secret society dedicated to using magic for the benefit of the world, at a time when all mages are considered
“heretics” to be hunted by the Templars.

Master over 50 different spells to overcome challenges in and out of combat. But be wary of the Corruption that
accompanies magic. The more powerful you become, the greater the risk of losing control.
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Fight enemy Cultists, zealous Templars, and ravenous monsters through a unique dice-based combat system. Employ
mercenaries, devastating spells, and powerful artifacts to prevail.

Explore the Northern Reach, where the frayed edges of the Empire are under constant threat. From vast museums in the
city of Ione, to the farms in the countryside, to ruined temples of ancient gods, to camps of raiding Orcs, every location
offers unique challenges.

Make contact with other Heretic Operatives and recruit townsfolk to spread your Heretical influence and stop the
diabolical Cultus Arcanum.

Encounter more than 270 different adventure cards, full of challenging decisions that change the way your story unfolds.
Will you risk your life and mission to save innocents from a burning building or live with the stain on your soul from
abandoning them? Will you stand your ground against the Orcs for honor’s sake or be more prudent and flee? Do you
bother to learn all of the verses in the Elven Song of Greeting or is now the time to take a stand against ridiculous Elven
ceremony?

More than 7 playable Operatives (and counting), 6 different story decks, and 4 enemy cults, means your story plays out
differently each time. Use different strategies and wisely deploy your resources to defeat the most challenging
combinations.

Heretic Operative intertwines deep gameplay with a dynamic story to create an innovative and original experience: a unique
fusion of strategy, RPG, and board game mechanics.

--
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heretic operative gameplay. heretic operative igg. heretic operative blood cult. heretic operative cheat engine. heretic operative
steam. heretic operative test. let's play heretic operative. heretic operative free download. heretic operative blood. heretic
operative game. heretic operative review. heretic operative walkthrough. heretic operative guide. heretic operative cheats.
heretic operative download. heretic operative board game. heretic operative let's play. heretic operative skidrow. heretic
operative trainer. heretic operative wiki. heretic operative on steam. heretic operative. heretic operative reddit

good casual game. Fun boardgame/RPG hybrid game. The different combinations of story/goal decks and enemy cult types give
a lot of replayability. Difficulty is pretty tightly tuned so it takes some thinking to find the right set of actions to succeed. I
strongly recommend reading the series of blog posts on game mechanics on the game web site; it makes a lot of the choices
more clear.. A many-layered digital board game with lots of interesting game mechanics. Quick play sessions (30 mins) make
this easy to pick up and play, but I feel like there is a lot of depth to master!. I really like this game. It almost feels like a board
game version of darkest dungeon. The game can be difficult but it is a truly enjoyable experience.. Fun singleplayer boardgame.
A nice challenge. Event and dice based, fantasy/medieval/supernatural theme. Playthrough's differ by enemy cult(5), story(7)
and operative(8) and can take about an hour, or so, for a successfull run. I enjoyed it enough to play through them all.. Fun text
based/card style game, a lot based on RNG and rolls but really unique and fun to play if you want something to take up a little
time or a lot if you have it.. One of the best "digital" board games on steam. Highly recommend if you like solo boardgames in
real life but wished all set up time and rule enforcing and so on would be automated.. DO NOT BUY, wanderer!
Move along. Buying and playing this game won't make any sense.
There is an old and checked way. People buy sh*t, play sh*t, complain about sh*t and lootboxes on forums and yotube. Again,
and again, and again.
So playing such games should be considered as sociopathic behavior and undermining the very core principles established by
great Vaas gamedesigner in some galaxy far, far away.
Well, you was warned.. This is a brilliant concept smoothly and modestly delivered. One could wish more maps, hotseat mode,
rpg like campain with developing skills of the major operative, a randomly generated map.. Fun game, plays like a mix between
HoMM3/4 and Arkham Horror. Recommended
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Bloody loved this. Good flavour, nice tight design, some really clever narrative effects in the mechanics (Curious +
Openminded => reduces Tranquillity? brilliant).

I can't decide whether some setup mixes are too punishing or whether I'm just not good enough at it, and it's not that big a game,
but it's well worth your time and money. New content coming soon, too, apparently. Digital Boardgames are a bit of an odd
genre. As a fan of both physical board games and digital strategy games I've struggled to grasp the hybrid. Why represent a
complex strategy game with cards and dice rolls when you don't have to, especially if your game doesn't have a physical
equivalency.

Enter Heretic Operative. The description reads "Inspired by games like Pandemic, Arkham Horror, and Talisman" and that was
a big selling point for me. Having recently become an obssessive for the Arkham Horror card game, I knew what this meant for
the game in general - action-point, narrative driven "built to probably kill you" by design. Great.

What I hadn't considered is the wealth of content and the sheer convenience of playing a game like Arkham in digital format.
Heretic Operative is extremely "teachable" as a game because it takes a lot of well-tread concepts from its contemporaries. I
don't remember the last game this complex that was so easy to pick up, and definitely uses its commonground to get you on
board quickly.

I can't speak from experience how accessible Heretic Operative may be for an outsider to the legacy game genre, but in terms of
convenience this is a great introduction to the genre and a great game to play in general.. For the price, Heretic Operative is
hours of fun. It's quick, there are a huge number of permutations, and it has a great, self-contained world. You do have to go
into it with the right attitude - think of board games like Arkham Horror or Mansions of Madness where you are really up
against huge odds and sometimes, a bad roll will kill everyone no matter how good your plan is. If you like those games and that
concept, you will love Heretic Operative - it captures the dynamic perfectly. Like Arkham Horror the underlying map does not
change so the replay value comes from trying out different combinations of heroes, enemies, and quests and you can get a lot of
run time out of those combos.

In short, huge amounts of fun and priced to move. Totally recommend for Lovecraft fans and anyone else into the eldritch
horror genre!. Great mechanics, progression and it's fun! Don't play many board games but I like the short game structure that
escalates quickly and forces you to prioritise and spend wisely.. While the tutorial is a bit lacking this is still a pretty good game..
A mechanically novel game that is great fun for the price point. Not amazing graphics, but it feels like a very good port of a
tabletop card game.. Digital Boardgames are a bit of an odd genre. As a fan of both physical board games and digital strategy
games I've struggled to grasp the hybrid. Why represent a complex strategy game with cards and dice rolls when you don't have
to, especially if your game doesn't have a physical equivalency.

Enter Heretic Operative. The description reads "Inspired by games like Pandemic, Arkham Horror, and Talisman" and that was
a big selling point for me. Having recently become an obssessive for the Arkham Horror card game, I knew what this meant for
the game in general - action-point, narrative driven "built to probably kill you" by design. Great.

What I hadn't considered is the wealth of content and the sheer convenience of playing a game like Arkham in digital format.
Heretic Operative is extremely "teachable" as a game because it takes a lot of well-tread concepts from its contemporaries. I
don't remember the last game this complex that was so easy to pick up, and definitely uses its commonground to get you on
board quickly.

I can't speak from experience how accessible Heretic Operative may be for an outsider to the legacy game genre, but in terms of
convenience this is a great introduction to the genre and a great game to play in general.. One of the best "digital" board games
on steam. Highly recommend if you like solo boardgames in real life but wished all set up time and rule enforcing and so on
would be automated.

Patch Notes 1.0.3:
Patch Notes - 1.0.3

- All story objectives now have rollover hints that provide some additional detail on where or how to complete them.
- Mentor (Hideout) now will work with Operatives up to Corruption 60 (was 50).
- Operative-specific combat abilities now show up in the Spells & Abilities panel so that they can be viewed outside of combat.
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- Fixed a misspelling in the view text for Mask of Deception.
- Fixed the missing strings in the "Destroy the Storm Obelisk" skill challenge.
- Guardian effect now shows up in game log.
- Fixed an issue that would cause the Storm Altar to keep retargeting the same location.
- Lyrica's art in the main menu tryptych has been updated.. Patch Notes 0.9.14:
0.9.14 - 16-JAN-2018

Balance / Gameplay
- Chapter completion is now worth 3 metagame XP (up from 2), in order to unlock things a little more swiftly.
- "Museum Shipment" adventure now gives 3 cloaks (down from 5).
- Mayor recruitment now prevents Cult Activity as well as construction of Cult Sites
- The Dubious Merchant's rewards in Gold have been improved, and they now also provide Rumors.
- Cultists's Cloak and Monster Trophy are now sellable items.
- Added a warning notification when there are Cultists at the Hideout.

Improvements
- The order of phases in the turn now has a sequential visual layout instead of just being text.
- Map movement buttons are now shown with arrows.
- Cards played in combat now are disabled and in red, rather than disappearing, so that the position of cards in your tableau
remains fixed between rounds.
- "Basic Attack" combat card now always is first in the combat dialog, regardless of alphabetical ordering.
- Operative specific personal combat moves have a portrait overlay and tag descriptor to make them easier to understand.
- Card view of items & spells now show any requirements or tags on the card.
- Tranquility per-turn world flyoff is now colorized whether it is good or bad.
- When an item or status is consumed by an effect, there is now an entry in the full log.
- Cultist's Cloak and Monster Trophy items can now be used from the inventory if you are in the proper location (as well as
through the location action).
- New game tooltips now show more detailed information about your previous victories with an operative, story, or cult.
- Added a special icon for completing a win collection.

Misc
- Fate re-roll indicators now only appear once challenge dice are finished rolling
- Made map-dragging camera control more consistent when crossing over or starting on UI elements.
- Minor adjustments to the resource bar for layout and mouseover.
- Minor text edits to early turn ending and cult site warnings.
- Variant cult sites (Snake Pit & Beast Shrine) have a modified icon to more clearly show that they are still sites.
- Townsfolk version of recruitable Operatives now show their full name in mouseover.
- FPS display is off by default now (use control-f to toggle it back on)
- Added some legal text to the main menu.
- The "Lost Pack" Adventure is now clearer that it will remove an item on one of the choices.
- The "Lightning Pillar" Adventure has been reworded for clarification, and has a Corruption gain associated with sacrificing
your friends.
- Chapter 3 of "Initiation" now is clearer that you are researching a new spell, and provides more explicit guidance text.

Bugs
- Fixed an issue where the tooltip for the Cult Resistance display was not appearing consistently.
- Fixed a missing title on Beast Cult Power 2 card.
- Removed some placeholder text on the main menu C Prompt Games button.
- Don't show the Cult Activity / Resistance display in a few cases where it would be misleading.
- Fixed an issue where the final few Cult Activity points would not show up when they cause you to lose the game.
- Adjusted card options spacing so that adventures with 4 options fit better.
- Minor tooltip capitalization changes.
- Fixed a problem where the Fate from Elven Thistle was not being generated correctly
- Fixed some references to "cult nodes" to properly refer to "cult sites"
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- Resource bar numbers look better if you manage to get 99+ of a resource.
- Fixed several issues that could cause the camera to jump around helter-skelter in between turns
- Cult activity markers now show up properly when loading a saved game.
- Desolate Isle adventure card "Worst of Me" now spawns a corruped operative instead of a placeholder.
- Misc debug keys removed so that they aren't accidentally pressed
- Fixed an issue that could change your selected operative in an unexpected manner when selecting an already-selected location.
- The Lost Mercenary no longer "offerns" his contract.
- Fixed a bug on several different Adventure cards where statuses or items would not be detected correctly.
- The Dubious Merchant is no longer referred to as a "Shady" Merchant in some places.
- Fixed a bug that could cause the Dubious Merchant to not want to buy anything.
- Using the Antidote Kit now properly generates Fate.
- Cleaned up extra trailing whitespace on a number of tooltips.
- Fixed an issue where usable items in inventory would still appear dimmed even though their requirements were met.. Patch
Notes 0.9.16:
- You can now safely back out of attempting to destroy a Cult Site if you don't like your options.
- "Grave" adventure now properly gives tranquility on choice 2 instead of reducing it.
- Fixed a bug that could let you use the same Operative for all adventures regardless of location.
- Fixed a problem with tooltip lines running together (most easily seen on Cult Site tooltips).
- Fixed a formatting issue where suppressed tooltip requirements were still putting newlines into the tooltip, causing weird
internal gaps.
- Minor cleanup to Storm Cult Site tooltip.
- fixed some capitalization issues in "init" story.
- Fixed a minor whitespace issue with some spell decks.
- Text edit to Raining Blood effect.
- The victims of Raining Blood appear properly in the log now, and the spell text makes it slightly clearer that it only generates
Fate when it kills Townsfolk.
- Minor text edit to challenge for "Notes on Suspicious Activity".
- Changed art for Whitefang's "Battle Frenzy" skill.
. Heretic Operative - Blood Cult!:

We are pleased to announce the first DLC for Heretic Operative - the Blood Cult!

Fully embracing the power of Blood magic, this new Cult is a dangerous adversary. Players will be required to change up their
tactics to find new ways to fight the Blood Cult before all their loyal Townsfolk are rapidly converted to cultists...

Releasing alongside the Blood Cult will be "Aethys the Enduring", our first additional starting Operative. Aethys is completely
free to all players of Heretic Operative regardless of whether or not you own the Blood Cult.

The Blood Cult will be arriving on April 19!

Check out the full store page here: https://store.steampowered.com/app/1060830/Heretic_Operative__Blood_Cult/. Heretic
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Operative 1.1.3:
The 1.1.3 build is now live. This is a very minor update, fixing a bad description string for Blood Cultists.

It also includes a "reference" set of text for all the strings in the game, for anyone interested in doing text or language mods for
the game. Thanks to Steam user "etrigane" (https://www.youtube.com/user/evasowana) for showing there's some possible
interest in this sort of thing.

For more details on how to do text mods, I've posted a brief set of instruction docs on our Discord (https://discord.gg/KfjK973).
The underlying game engine is fairly well suited for modding or adding new cards, so if there is interest in card mods, I'd love to
add support for them in the future.

Meanwhile, I hope everyone is having a good time fighting the Blood Cult!

Please leave a review if you can, as our Steam reviews make a huge difference in how new people discover the game.. Story
Decks & Cult Decks:
(Here is Part 1[cpromptgames.com] and Part 2[cpromptgames.com] of our posts on the game mechanics of Heretic Operative, to
help give a better view of the gameplay.)

Story Decks

In every game of Heretic Operative, there is a primary crisis or disaster you are trying to avert. During game setup, you pick
which of these challenges you want to face by selecting the “Story Deck” you will be using. The Story Deck has two main
components – the individual “chapters” of the story (which are in a fixed order) and the story “events” that can happen along the
way (which are drawn semi-randomly).

Each chapter represents progress in the overall progression of the story, and has requirements that you must meet in order to
advance to the next chapter. For example, you might need to collect a certain amount of Lore to conduct arcane research, or get
an Operative to a specific location on the map. Events are triggered by increasing Cult activity, and in most cases represent
some new additional problem you will need to face.

Some Story Decks are epic in scale, with the fate of the Northern Reach hanging in the balance, but others have a more personal
focus. Each of the 6 Story Decks is designed to vary how you play the game – some are more focused on combat,others change
up the core rules in a few ways and require new strategies and approaches.

When you complete the final chapter in a Story, you win. Of course, the Cult is out there trying to stop you, and they bring their
own Deck to the party…

Cult Decks

The primary foes of the Heretics are the Cult – magic users who have given themselves fully over to Corruption. While the
Story Deck determines what you must do to achieve victory, the Cult Deck determines which Cult you will be facing and trying
to bring about your defeat.

There are 4 different Cults to fight against in Heretic Operative (with more planned for the future). Each Cult has a set of
powerful Cult cards to use against you, as well as unique Cultist abilities and innate powers that can completely change up how
you have to fight. If the Storm Cult floods out all the roads or the Serpent Cult sacrifices the population of a town, you’ll have to
adjust your plans to respond to the threat.

If left unchecked, the Cult develops their own secret network of ritual sites and new recruits, and these generate Cult Activity &
Cult Power. When the Cult Power gets too strong, their overall plan, as reflected by the Story Deck, is completed, and the
Heretics lose. Only with a well-considered strategy (and a dash of luck) will you be able to survive against the growing power of
the Cultus Arcanum.

Each combination of Story Deck & Cult Deck changes up the game play dramatically. There are 24 combinations to play
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through, each with their own Achievement to unlock. But who you choose to fight against the Cult can also make a dramatic
change in how a game of Heretic Operative plays out.
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